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Decca introduces Index, a collection of wood casegoods, carefully curated to offer 

an unparalleled range of choices at Decca’s unsurpassed level of quality. Index has 

been created to provide true choice where value is a consideration. Configurations 

of work and storage components are unlimited and include fixed and freestanding 

surfaces. A comprehensive casegood platform, Index is offered with six edge designs 

and six proprietary pulls, with access to Decca’s vast veneer library. As one would 

expect, pulls are solid metal, edges are solid wood, and as evidenced by our hallmark 

wood grommet, no detail is overlooked. Decca invites designers and architects to 

consider Index on assignments where the desire for expression needs to be balanced 

with budget and value considerations.



Mitered and coped edges ensure continuity and alignment between work surfaces.  
These features are standard on all Decca casegoods.

Edge shapes in all Index products are formed  
from solid wood.

Wood veneers are finished to provide enduring surfaces 
for years of service.
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The welcoming warmth of wood conveys a positive 
first impression in reception spaces.

Index accommodates both fixed and freestanding configurations, 
providing flexibility in specification and ease of use.3 4



Desktop storage elements afford a level of personalization and refinement.

The Knob Pull is rendered in stainless steel  
with a satin finish.

The Oval Edge alludes to tradition while maintaining 
a contemporary sensibility. 

Index conveys an executive presence with carefully 
selected and superbly finished veneers. 65
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Storage Elements finished in optional Decca Pearl lacquer provide a progressive counterpoint to the natural beauty of wood veneers.

Index establishes an architectural presence with optional 
Figured Walnut veneer offset by crisp Decca Pearl lacquer.

A strong linear aesthetic is conveyed by specifying  
the satin stainless steel Bar Pull.

Accomodation for personal effects is offered  
throughout the collection. 
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Traditional saddle stitching adds a distinctive accent to the mobile pedestals optional upholstered cushion.
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Decca’s proprietary solid metal hardware  
provides finished detail.

Solid wood edges, mitered and coped, establish a 
distinctive quality level.

Virtually any conceivable configuration can be achieved 
through Index’s vast array of standard componentry.12 13
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Realized in optional Figured Walnut, Index connotes a quiet understated presence.

Visual austerity is achieved through Index’s Wood Pull. The Chamfered Edge in solid Walnut.
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Six edge designs, six hardware choices, and unlimited options.

#22 Chamfered #23 Square

#19 Bullnose

#21 Oval

#18 Radius #20 Knife

KP Knob CP Cylinder BP Bar

AP Arc RP Rail WP Wood
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